Subcontracting agreement EU-BIO
Contracting body (organic certified company):

First and last name resp. company name

for agricultural clients: national
farm number

ZIP code, city, street, house number

Consignee (sub-contractor):

First and last name resp. company name

for agricultural clients: national
farm number

phone numbers

E-Mail

ZIP code, city, street, house number

Operational sites / locations incl. addresses – can also be attached as an attachment
The contracting body instructs the consignee, to process/prepare/store the delivered organic raw
materials or organic products according to his instructions.

Instructed activities
The provisions of Regulation (EU) 2018/848 as amended must be observed.
The contracting body informs the consignee about these requirements.
This agreement is valid from the signature on both sides and is concluded for an indefinite period. The
termination of the agreement has to be reported immediately by the conduction body in written form.
The signed agreement has to be kept permanently by each contractual partner and the inspection body.
The inspection body commissioned by the contracting body has the right to check the above-mentioned
requirements at the consignee (also on site) as part of the organic inspection. The consignee will proactively
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promote and support all related measurements. The consignee undertakes to keep the relevant records and
to make them available for the organic inspection.
The inspection frequency can be reduced in the case of consignees who do not have an own inspection
contract and who have a low or medium risk due to their work. However, the annual document review is
essential - this is carried out during the contracting body’s inspection. The consignee undertakes to provide
the client with the necessary documents for the document review.
The contracting body is liable for any irregularities or defects - in this case the sanctions according to the
sanction catalogue of the inspection body are to be applied. The provisions of the inspection contract between
the contracting body and the inspection body apply accordingly to the consignee. He is aware of and agrees
that the inspection body must also carry out inspections in his company, issue sanctions and, if necessary,
communicate them to the authorities.
The costs of the inspection as well as any additional inspections that arise due to irregularities will be borne
by the client.
The contracting parties and the inspection body undertake to comply with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and other data protection regulations in the currently applicable version without exception
as part of the contractual relationship when processing personal data.
The consignee confirms that he is familiar with the requirements according to Regulation (EU) 2018/848 as
amended, or has been informed by the contracting body of the requirements in the mentioned regulation
resp. directive.

place, date
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signature contracting body

signature consignee
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